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CELLMISSY MANUAL 
 

INTRODUCTION 

This document is intended as a supporting material for researchers that wish to use the 

CellMissy tool. 

CellMissy is a cross-platform, generic and easily extensible data management and analysis 

system for cell migration experiments, being focused in its current version on wound 

healing-like experiments. It is entirely written in Java and is freely available under the 

Apache2 open source license at https://cellmissy.googlecode.com/. 

CellMissy is described in “CellMissy: a tool for management, storage and analysis of cell 

migration data produced in wound healing-like assays.” (P. Masuzzo, N. Hulstaert, L. Huyck, C. 

Ampe, M. Van Troys and L. Martens). 

 

1. HOW TO RUN CELLMISSY FOR THE FIRST TIME 

In its simple, single-user setup, CellMissy can run on minimal hardware, so any modern laptop 

or desktop PC is more than sufficient. Furthermore, since CellMissy is written in Java, it can run 

on any platform that supports a Java Virtual Machine version 1.7.0 or above (Windows, Linux, 

and Mac OS-X). However, if CellMissy is to be used as a shared system between many different 

users, it will be more practical to set up a central database (DB) that all users can access 

simultaneously. This DB server again needs not be a high-end machine, and the task can easily 

be handled by any modern desktop machine with sufficient storage space. CellMissy handles 

both scenarios (single-user or multi-user) with equal ease, and has been designed to support a 

full-blown production environment in a large lab without hiccups.  

Before you can correctly use CellMissy for the first time, you need to follow some configuration 

steps, in order to set up a DB connection and create the MySQL schema for the application: 

1. connect to a MySQL server (e.g. with MySQL Workbench,  see 

http://www.mysql.com/products/workbench/) 

2. create a new schema in the connected server and set it as the default schema (i. e. make 

the schema the active one in the current session) 

https://cellmissy.googlecode.com/
http://www.mysql.com/products/workbench/
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3. run the SQL script "cellmissy_schema.sql" (you can download it from 

https://code.google.com/p/cellmissy/downloads/list): this will create the tables for the 

DB, set the indexes for them, and insert basic records into the DB (e.g. some cell lines, 

migration/invasion assays, extracellular matrix compositions...) 

Please note that the provided SQL script works for MySQL relational databases; if you want to 

use different DB types, let us know and we’ll try to provide you with another script. 

After you have configured the DB connection for CellMissy, you can run the application by 

double clicking the executable .jar file present in the "CellMissy" folder (note that you need to 

unzip the compressed CellMissy folder before you can execute the .jar file). At this stage, you can 

edit CellMissy properties that establish the connection to the DB, by clicking the “edit 

properties” button in the login dialog, as shown below. 

Welcome to CellMissy 

 

Another dialog will pop up with a table containing the properties of the software and their 

values, as shown in the screenshot below. Here, you can set the connection parameters 

(db.username, db.password, db.driver, db.url, db.type) according to the configuration properties 

you have chosen in the three steps above. Once the new properties have been saved, the 

application will automatically shut down: you can then restart CellMissy (again double clicking 

the executable .jar file) and use it with the current DB parameters. 

To login into the application, you can use the credentials from the root application user (this root 

application user is inserted into the DB when you run the "cellmissy_schema.sql" script): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

username password

root cellmissy

https://code.google.com/p/cellmissy/downloads/list
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CONFIGURING CellMissy – CellMissy properties 

 

Having logged in with this root user, you will have ADMIN rights: this means that you will also 

have access to the User Management module (through the Edit menu); here, you can delete the 

root user or change its credentials, and you can add other application users as well. Each time 

you add a user, this is automatically inserted in the list present in the GUI (see following 

screenshot), you can then edit the data of the new added user and finally save the user to the 

DB. Note that if you enter the application as an ADMIN user, you can also select a user from the 

list and delete it from the DB. 

USER MANAGEMENT in CellMissy 
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2. HOW TO USE CELLMISSY 

Developed to follow the steps typically encountered in a cell migration experiment, CellMissy is 

mainly composed of three modules, as described below. 

 Experiment Manager  to set up a new cell migration/invasion experiment. 

 Data Loader  to import and store cell migration data; for a typical wound healing-like 

experiment these are values of measured area in time.  

 Data Analyzer  to explore and analyze cell migration data; perform statistics, and 

finally create analysis reports. 

Each of these main modules can be accessed in CellMissy through the main File menu, as well as 

through the start-up dialog that will automatically appear when you run CellMissy, as shown in 

the next screenshot. 

Getting started with CellMissy 

 

On top of these modules, CellMissy also provides means for import/export of an entire 

experiment, along with the import/export of templates containing all the experimental set-up 

metadata. These functionalities can be accessed through the File menu. 

The next sections of this document will provide more details on each of the module of 

CellMissy. 
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2.1 EXPERIMENT MANAGER - CREATE A NEW CELL MIGRATION EXPERIMENT 

 

This module guides you through the set-up of a new cell migration/invasion experiment. 

EXPERIMENT MANAGER – experiment metadata 

 

You first choose a project to which the experiment is going to belong, and provide a number and 

a short description for the experiment (see the screenshot above, experiment metadata). If the 
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experiment you want to add needs to be part of a new project (i.e. a project that is not present in 

the DB yet), you can add a new project from this interface. 

Then, you can define the experimental set-up on a multi-well plate view (see the screenshot 

below, plate view and biological conditions). Common multi-well plate formats are rendered on 

the view, namely 96 (8 columns x 12 rows), 48 (6 x 8), 24 (4 x 6), 12 (3 x 4), 6 (2 x 3).  

EXPERIMENT MANAGER – plate view and biological conditions 

 

Different informative metadata variables can be added or chosen from drop down lists for each 

biological condition in the right panel of the GUI. Here, three tabs show different views 

according to the variables to be supplied (see the next three screenshots):  

1. Cell Line: here the cell line used in the biological condition can be chosen; you can define 

and customize parameters such as seeding density (expressed in number of cells per 
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well), growth medium and serum type and concentration. Cell lines can be added to a 

drop down list (and thus to the used CellMissy DB). 

2. Assay_ECM: here you can characterize the extracellular matrix (ECM) condition, the 

dimensionality (are you setting up a migration (2D) or an invasion (3D) experiment?), the 

coating type (collagen, fibronectin), coating/matrix polymerization conditions 

(temperature, time…) and so on. 

3. Treatments: the last tab gives you the possibility to specify the treatment or compound 

to which the cells were subjected in a given biological condition, for example the type and 

concentration of a drug, the presence of only drug solvent (e.g. in control condition), a 

protein overexpression or a siRNA treatment, etc. Treatments can be added to a drop 

down list (and thus to the used CellMissy DB). 

 

EXPERIMENT MANAGER – cell line properties 
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EXPERIMENT MANAGER – assay-ECM properties 

 

 

EXPERIMENT MANAGER – treatments properties 
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Once this experimental set-up is finalized, you can export the design as a PDF document that can 

be used as a reference in the lab while conducting the experiment. Then, the plate lay-out, well 

assignments and related metadata are all stored in the database.  

 

2.1.1 EXPERIMENT MANAGER – IMPORT SET-UP SETTINGS FROM ANOTHER 

EXPERIMENT 

CellMissy provides the possibility, while setting-up a new experiment, to retrieve the settings 

from an experiment that was already planned (thus present in the DB) for the current project. 

You can easily use this functionality in the Experiment Manager module, through the “Import 

Settings…” button. Clicking this button will make a dialog appear, where you can select the 

experiment from which you want to retrieve the settings, as shown in the following screenshot. 

Clicking an experiment will render its details in the right panel, while a table with all the 

biological conditions details will be shown at the bottom of the dialog. Clicking the “Copy 

Settings” button will assign the selected experiment’s set-up to the currently planned 

experiment, and this will automatically update the plate lay-out, as well as the conditions list. 

 

EXPERIMENT MANAGER – importing settings 
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2.1.2 EXPERIMENT MANAGER – EXPORT A TEMPLATE TO AN XML FILE 

Once the experimental set-up is finalized, just after you have created a PDF report, you can 

export the set-up of an experiment to an XML file, creating thus a template that can be 

exchanged and easily re-imported into CellMissy to reproduce someone else’s workflow/set-

up. This can be done in the Experiment Manager module clicking the “Export Template…” 

button: all you have to do is choose a directory to save the XML file and click the “save” button. A 

name for the template file will be automatically created by CellMissy, of the type: 

setup_template_EXXX_PYYY, with X and Y to be replaced with the number of the experiment and 

the number of its project, respectively. 

At https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list you can find an example of this set-up template 

(the setup_template_E000_P000.xml file), along with the XML schema of CellMissy (the 

cellmissySchema.xsd file). 

The same function can be reached in CellMissy also through the File menu: in this case, you first 

need to choose an experiment from which you want to export the template, and then save the 

generated file to a directory. 

 

2.1.3 EXPERIMENT MANAGER – IMPORT A TEMPLATE FROM AN XML FILE 

What if you want to use the settings of an experiment that was not saved in your CellMissy 

database? If this is the case, during the set-up of a new experiment, you can import an external 

XML file containing the experiment template (a file generated in CellMissy as described in 

section 2.1.2 above). In the Experiment Manager, clicking the “Import Template…” button will let 

you choose an XML file to import; CellMissy will then retrieve the settings from this file and 

assign them to the new experiment. The plate lay-out and the conditions list will be then 

automatically updated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://code.google.com/p/cellmissy/downloads/list
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2.2 DATA LOADER - LOAD MIGRATION DATA... 

 

Once the experiment is performed and the acquired images are analyzed by the image 

processing software of your choice, you return to CellMissy to import the relevant cell 

migration data. Data import and storage in CellMissy are either based on using the generic 

migration input format (requiring you to connect text files with a replicate (i.e. a well in the 

experimental set-up) of a specific biological condition) or can be fully automated once tailored 

to a customized system. See the two following sections for more details.  

2.2.1  … from generic input 

A wound healing-like experiment followed by image processing will generally result in a list of 

area values in time for each technical replicate of a biological condition. This can be for a limited 

number of time points or for a large number (e.g. based on a time-lapse experiment). The image 

processing will either have given you as output the area values of the wound/gap/cell-free zone 

(that decreases in time as cells in the sheet migrate) or the area of the cell-covered zone (that 

increases in time as cells in the sheet migrate). CellMissy is designed such that both types of 

area vs. time lists can be used as import data when present in a generic input file (see 

“example_dataset_scratch”, see also below, Section 3).  

For generic input, you first need to provide some experiment metadata: experiment duration, 

time interval, etc. (see next screenshot). 
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DATA LOADER – experiment metadata 

 

 

Then, CellMissy expects for each well at least one tab-separated text file containing two 

columns, as shown in the following figure.  

 

INPUT DATA FILE – example 

 

The first column holds the time information (this can be minutes or simply time sequence steps) 

and the second column the area values (these can be expressed in µm2, pixels or area 

percentage %). 

You start the import by adding names for datasets and imaging types of interest (e.g. phase 

contrast imaging, fluorescent imaging) (see screenshot below). One dataset could e.g. stand for a 
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collection of data generated through a specific setting of the algorithm during image processing. 

Once an imaging type is added to the session, it is automatically added to each dataset. However, 

a well (or a biological condition) may have been imaged with only a specific imaging technique, 

or a certain dataset may have been generated only for a specific group of conditions. That's why 

CellMissy does not require every combination of dataset/imaging type to be supplied for each 

well. Furthermore, you can load multiple files per well, even for a certain combination of 

dataset/imaging type, allowing the use of multiple imaging locations within the well.  

A table underneath the plate view keeps track of the imported area values, together with 

current dataset, imaging type, and well's column, row. Once the import is done, and experiment 

metadata are supplied, you can store the data clicking the “Finish” button. 

DATA LOADER – adding datasets/imaging types – selecting .txt files 

 

 

 

2.2.2 … automatically from a customized combination of imaging 

system and image processing software 

CellMissy has capabilities to automatically load data (i.e. the text files generated by the image 

processing software) by reading metadata coupled to the images, to the processed images and, 

when provided, with information on the imaging order of the wells. This makes it amenable to 

high-throughput data processing. In the current version, this is established for the customized 

set-up used in our group, i.e. an Olympus xcellence CellM system and custom imaging software 
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we generated in collaboration with DciLabs Belgium (CELLMIA, Huyck et al. Shifting 

Quantitative Analysis of Migration Dynamics in 3D-Matrices to Higher Throughput, in 

preparation).  

DATA LOADER – automatically from CELLMIA (Huyck et al, in preparation.) 

 

Once you select the experiment for which you want to import and store the data, CellMissy 

looks for a file generated at microscope imaging time; this file has an .obsep extension (see 

http://loci.wisc.edu/software/bio-formats for further information), and contains the 

experiment metadata information, as well as the names and the metadata of imaging types used 

during the image recording and the names of the positions list(s) defined and generated. If the 

file is not in the right folder or more than one file is present, you can select a file to associate to 

the current session. Once these metadata are retrieved, CellMissy processes the data text files: 

all you have to do is to click on the well/sample that was first imaged; all the others wells will be 

automatically highlighted (if imaged), according to the position list associated to the current 

imaging type (see screenshot above). The plate view can be reset at any time and the import can 

be cancelled for a certain bench of data. Once the import is finished, you can save the cell 

migration data to the database clicking the “Finish” button. 

Of course, automated import from other existing image analysis tools will require the writing of 

a small piece of adapter code, and we foresee requests from the community to provide such 

interfaces, since we are fully committed to supporting such work, or undertaking it ourselves. 

 

http://loci.wisc.edu/software/bio-formats
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2.3 DATA ANALYZER – ANALYZE, EXPLORE AND REPORT DATA 

 

Once cell migration data are loaded in the system, interpretation and reporting of these data can 

be performed by CellMissy in the Data Analyzer module.  

DATA ANALYZER –analysis preferences/experiment metadata 
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Here, you select an experiment in the main view (left side above screenshot), and a small 

summary of it is provided. For the chosen experiment, you need to select a dataset and an 

imaging type of interest: cell migration data associated with these two will be loaded from the 

DB, allowing data inspection and further analysis. 

Before starting an analysis session, you need to provide the area unit of measurement (this can 

be µm², pixels or %), and specify whether the measured area in the wound healing-like assay is 

the cell-covered area (i.e. related to the wound closure) or the open area (i.e. the wound area). 

Furthermore, you can here select some analysis preferences: the algorithm to use for the 

outliers detection, the distance metric (for quality control on technical replicates level), and 

finally the kernel function for the probability density estimation. Note that every new available 

implementation for these analysis features will be automatically picked up by CellMissy and 

presented to you in its interface. For more details on the software extension, see section 2.5. 

The general workflow for the data analysis is the same for both types of readouts to analyze, 

cell-covered area and open area, but open area values are first transformed to cell-covered area 

values and always expressed in area %.  

The first two steps in the data analysis are performed on the level of one biological condition: 

the left side of CellMissy interface is here composed of a plate lay-out showing the set-up of the 

experiment, along with a list reporting the annotated biological conditions (colors, followed by 

details). As shown in the following screenshot, when clicking on a biological condition, the 

correspondent replicates (wells) are marked with a star.  
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Then, area values are retrieved from the DB and thus explored through different steps, as 

detailed below and shown in the next screenshots. 

1. Data Inspecting. The first view encountered is simply a data inspector, where the area 

values are shown, together with time information and well's coordinates ((column, 

row), e.g. (3, 2)).  

DATA ANALYZER – inspecting the raw data (area values) 

 

 

2. Pre-processing. Under this second step pre-processing of the data is performed: 

 Normalization. The raw data are first normalized relative to the measured area at 

time zero. If you have loaded open area (wound/gap), the start area (time 0) is set to 

100 and values are normalized to this, and then expressed in percentage of cell-

covered area (complementary to 100). If you loaded cell-covered area, the start area 

is set to 0 and values are normalized to this. Here you also see the plot in time of the 

normalized area values for each technical replicate of the selected biological 

condition. 
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DATA ANALYZER – normalizing the area 

 

 

 Data quality control.  

o Delta area increments between time frame t(n) and t(n+1) are computed and 

shown, and percentages of area increase between consecutive time points are 

moreover calculated. Here, a first level of quality control takes place. For each 

well/replicate, area increases that are likely artifacts (possibly occurring due to 

experimental errors (e.g. cells or non-cell-objects in the cell-free zone) or due to 

false segmentation (e.g. when using fully automated image processing) are 

detected as outliers and corrected. This procedure is visualized using a Kernel 

Density Estimator (KDE) (see screenshot below, data quality control 1), plotting 

the probability density functions of all % area increases between consecutive time 

points for the different replicates. The left chart always presents raw data, and 

outliers are highlighted in red in the data table, while the right chart depicts 

corrected data. Note that this KDE is performed using a Gaussian kernel function, 

but CellMissy gives the possibility to extend this to other implementations. 
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DATA ANALYZER – data quality control 1: Kernel Density Estimation 

 

o The corrected data are better visualized in this next step, where also the technical 

precision between replicates is examined (second level of quality control) using 

Euclidean distance (or any other distance metric you have selected in the analysis 

preferences list) as the similarity metric. The table here indicates for a specific 

replicate to what extent it resembles or deviates (indicated in red) from the other 

replicates in the biological condition. 

o At both levels of quality control, you can either accept or decline the suggestion 

made by CellMissy. E.g. by unchecking the box beneath the replicate in the table 

you can decide to keep in a replicate designated as outlier (see screenshot below, 

data quality control 2). 
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DATA ANALYZER – data quality control 2: Distance Matrix table 

 

 Finally, you can adjust the time interval in which you wish to perform data analysis. 

Since data analysis implies the use of a linear regression model (see below), you 

optimally choose the time range where the area evolution is linear. You can change 

both the start and end time point (e.g. select the range 20-1000 minutes instead of 0-

1600 minutes). Note that setting a limitation on the time range in one biological 

condition, automatically implies that only this time range will be considered in the 

subsequent analysis steps for all biological conditions in the experiment.  

3. Global view. In the Global View step you pass from looking at one of the biological 

conditions to all the tested conditions (thus the entire experiment), therefore the list 

with the conditions is now disabled and you cannot interact with it anymore, unless you 

go back to previous steps of the analysis. You see now area over time plotted for each 

biological condition. This is based on plotting the median area across all the replicates 

for each biological condition. You can either use corrected data or retain the original raw 

data, and you can also select a subset of conditions you want to include into the plot. 

Standard error of the median can be plotted on top as well (by checking the 

corresponding box).  
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DATA ANALYZER – Global View 

 

4. Cell migration velocity calculation (based on Linear Regression Model) and 

statistical comparison of biological conditions.  

Here, CellMissy currently makes use of a linear regression model to extract a slope and 

R² of the area over time plot for each replicate in a biological condition. The median 

slope of the replicates provides then the median velocity of cell migration/wound 

closure for the biological condition. The bar chart in this view presents this median 

velocity computed for each biological condition (with standard error of the median). 

Again, you can also select a subset of conditions you want to include into the plot, just 

selecting the rows in the table. 

Moreover, you can select a set of biological conditions on which you want to perform 

statistical analysis and provide a name for this defined group (see screenshot below).  
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DATA ANALYZER – Linear Regression Model 

 

If you click the button “Perform Statistical Analysis…” a statistics dialog will pop up, with 

a summary statistics for all the conditions of the current group, and a table containing all 

the p-values generated by all pair-wise differences in median velocity using a Mann-

Whitney U test. To correct for multiple hypothesis testing, you can either choose a 

Bonferroni or Benjamini-Hochberg correction. Both the statistical test and the multiple 

hypotheses correction methods can be easily extended with new implementation (for 

details, see section below 2.5). CellMissy provides three standard significance levels 

(namely 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1), and significant differences are highlighted in green in the p-

values table, as you can see in the following screenshot. 
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DATA ANALYZER – Statistics: choosing statistical test, significance level and multiple 

comparison correction method 

 

 

Note that every plot generated in CellMissy can be exported as a PNG file and can be 

easily customized through the Properties menu (just right click on a chart).  

Finally, you can export a detailed Analysis Report in PDF that summarizes the 

experimental set-up, the data, results and statistics using text, tables and graphics (an 

example of this document is further shown in section 3.C). 

This PDF will list the following features:  

 Dataset and Imaging Type analyzed in the current session 

 List of Biological Conditions, along with a detailed description 

 Measured Area Type (this can be cell-covered area or wound area) 

 Plate lay-out reporting the experimental set-up 

 Conditions Summary Table: this table will contain number of technical replicates for 

each condition, possible replicates excluded from the analysis, the user-selected 

time interval, the max. time point and the analyzed time interval 
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You can furthermore customize the report through a dialog (see following screenshot) 

that will allow you to add: 

 Conditions for which you want to add area-plots 

 Global Views, i.e. plots reporting the overall set of biological conditions associated to 

the current experiment/analysis session 

DATA ANALYZER – Customizing the analysis report 
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2.4 DATA EXCHANGE IN CELLMISSY 

 

CellMissy provides a means to export an entire experiment, complete with the cell migration 

data, on top of the set-up settings, to an XML file. This XML file can be directly re-imported into 

CellMissy, thus enabling automatically import of an experiment to a different CellMissy DB, or 

to exchange data between different CellMissy environments. 

2.4.1 Export an experiment 

From the File menu of CellMissy, you can export an experiment to an XML file: for a project, you 

see all the experiments stored in the DB that are PERFORMED, i.e. experiments for which the 

area values have already been loaded. When you click on an experiment, some details are 

shown, along with a table reporting the biological conditions of this experiment, as shown in the 

next screenshot. Clicking the “export to file…” button will then make you choose a directory to 

save the file in and CellMissy will automatically assign a name to the file, of the type: 

“experiment_EXXX_PYYY”, with X and Y to be replaced with the number of the experiment and its 

project, respectively. At https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list you can find an example 

of such XML file.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list
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DATA EXCHANGE – Exporting an experiment to XML file 

 

 

2.4.2 Import an experiment 

Still from the File menu of CellMissy, you can also import an experiment from an XML file; 

such file can be generated using the “Export experiment” functionality of the software 

illustrated in section 2.4.1.  CellMissy shows here a dialog, where you can choose an XML 

file to be imported: once the file has been correctly parsed and imported, the details of the 

experiment are shown (including the number of algorithms and imaging types), together 

with a table containing all the conditions details, as shown in the following screenshot (part 

1). Clicking the “next” button will lead you to another view (in the same dialog, see 

screenshot part 2), where you can choose a project and an instrument for the experiment to 

import. Here you also see a detailed description of what is needed in the currently 

CellMissy DB for the importing of the chosen experiment, meaning that if new parameters 

are associated to the imported experiment, these will be stored to the DB as well. Finally, 

through the “save” button you can proceed to save the experiment. 

Please note that you can only import an experiment to a certain project if this experiment 

(represented by its unique number) is not present in the DB yet for that particular project! 

This will notably lower the possibility of errors or duplication of data. 
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DATA EXCHANGE – Importing an experiment from XML file – part 1 

 

 

DATA EXCHANGE – Importing an experiment from XML file – part 2 
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2.5 EXTEND CELLMISSY: IMPLEMENT NEW ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS 

The architecture of CellMissy is fully pluggable for analysis algorithms. This means that 

different distance metrics, statistical tests, kernel density estimators, outlier detection methods, 

and multiple hypothesis correction methods can be added by any interested developer. Such 

new methods can be plugged dynamically into the tool, and will subsequently be immediately 

available to the user from the CellMissy interface. 

Since CellMissy uses the Spring framework for the logic layer, new implementations can be 

added to the software simply specifying a bean name for each new implementation, along with 

the fully qualified class name (i.e. including the package) in the Spring configuration XML file. 

Then, you just have to add the CLASS file(s) for the new implementation(s) to the “ext” 

subfolder in the CellMissy folder, again with the complete package structure. Finally, just run 

CellMissy: the new implementations will be automatically picked up and shown in the GUI.  

Example – how to add a new multiple testing correction algorithm 

This example will show you how to add a new multiple testing correction algorithm. By default, 

CellMissy implements two different ways of correcting for multiple hypothesis, namely the 

Bonferroni and the Benjamini-Hochberg correction methods; these are presented through a 

drop down list and you select one or the other while analyzing a certain group of biological 

conditions. If you want to add an extra algorithm, you need to implement the CellMissy 

MultipleComparisonsCorrector interface. 

Let us call this new implementation (class): MyCorrectorImpl, and let us assume its fully 

qualified class name is: com.compomics.cellmissy.cellmissytest.MyCorrectorImpl. 

Thus, in the Spring Configuration file present in the CellMissy folder (mySpringXMLConfig.xml), 

we will add a line containing the information about the new implementation, as shown below: 

 

Next, we will put our MyCorrectorImpl.class file in the “ext” folder, along with the entire 

package structure, i.e. we will add com.compomics.cellmissy.cellmissytest, with cellmissytest 

ultimately containing the new MyCorrectorImpl.class file. 
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NOTE: make sure you add both a name for the new bean and the fully qualified class name for 

the implementation in the Spring file, and be sure as well you build the new implementation 

with the same JAVA version in which CellMissy has been built (by default, this is JAVA 1.7 or 

above). 

Any other analysis algorithm can be easily extended in CellMissy in the same way; below is a 

list of the extensible feature and the correspondent interface to implement: 

Outliers Detection: DistanceMetricOperator interface 

Kernel Density Estimation: KernelDensityEstimator interface 

Distance Metric: DistanceMetricOperator interface 

Statistical Test: StatisticsCalculator interface 
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3. EXAMPLE DATA 

A. EXAMPLE DATA TO USE WITH GENERIC INPUT FORMAT 

Experiment type: scratch wound assay performed in a multiwell (12-well format) (Tondeleir et 

al. PMID: 22448045 and unpublished): 2D migration on a coating of monomeric collagen Type 1. 

Biological Conditions:  

Condition Cell line Treatment Number of replicates 

1 MEF* None/control 3 

2 MEFbeta-actin-/- None/control 3 

3 MEF 10µM Y27632** 3 

*MEF: mouse embryonic fibroblast 

**Y27632: Rock inhibitor 

 

Data acquisition: 25 measurements during 12.5 hours, 30 minutes time interval 

Image processing: ImageJ (NIH), manual delineation of area, output in pixel. 

The following screenshot shows how the set-up of this experiment looks like. 

 

SCRATCH WOUND ASSAY - EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

At https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list, you can download the 

“example_dataset_scratch” folder, where you find two sets of text files you can use for generic 

https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list
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import in CellMissy. One set of data contains the area values obtained measuring the open area 

in this experiment, while the other one contains the cell-covered area values in turn produced 

from the experiment. The next screenshot shows the data importing for this experiment. 

SCRATCH WOUND ASSAY – DATA LOADING 

 

 

The output files generated by CellMissy are also present in the same folder, namely in the 

“output” subfolder. Please note that each selection of a specific time interval produces in 

CellMissy a different analysis session, consequently generating a different PDF report. In the 

analysis reports folder of the scratch dataset you will find for the cell-covered dataset two 

different PDF reports, one generated in a session where the full time interval was taken into 

account, and another one generated in a session where only a subset of the time interval was 

considered. The open area dataset has instead been analyzed in the full time frame, providing 

one PDF report. 
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B. EXAMPLE DATA AUTOMATICALLY LOADED IN THE SOFTWARE 

Experiment type: Cell exclusion zone assay performed in a 96-multiwell plate, 2D migration on 

coating of monomeric collagen Type I. 

Biological Conditions: 

Condition Cell line Treatment Number of replicates 

1 BT-549* 

None, only drug solvent 

f.c. solvent: 0.2% DMSO 
8 

2 BT-549 2.5 µM LY249002** 8 

3 BT-549 5 µM LY249002r 8 

4 BT-549 7.5 µM LY249002 8 

5 BT-549 10 µM LY249002 8 

6 BT-549 15 µM LY249002 8 

*BT549: breast cancer cell line 

**LY249002: PI3K inhibitor, drug solvent DMSO, fc in assay 0.2% 

 

Data acquisition: 72 measurements during 24 hours, 20 minutes time interval 

Image processing: Customized automated software developed in our group (CELLMIA, Huyck et 

al., in preparation, collaboration with DciLabs) which measures the cell-covered area (in µm²). 

At https://cellmissy.googlecode/downloads/list, you can download the “example_dataset_ORIS” 

folder, where you find a SQL script (the “example_dataset_ORIS” file) to automatically set up and 

load the data for this experiment in CellMissy. Running this SQL script will store the area data 

to the database, allowing you to visualize, explore and analyze the data with the Data Analyzer 

module. The output file generated by CellMissy is also present in the same folder, namely in the 

“output” subfolder. 
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C. EXAMPLE OF AN ANALYSIS REPORT (ANALYSIS REPORT E000 - 

P000_OPEN AREA, ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE) 
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